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TAKING THE PLUNGE
By Frances Wilson
Sea swimming - both winter and summer - has seen an upsurge during the past year and groups
of swimmers can be seen on the beaches of Portrush in all months and all weathers. Sea
swimming, or bathing as it was formerly known, has always been a feature of life in the resort but
like all sports and activities it has changed over time reflecting how society itself has developed.
During the Victorian and
Edwardian era attitudes were
more formal and bathing was
segregated with Portrush
having gentlemen's and ladies'
bathing areas. The gentlemen
swam in the Blue Pool which
also had diving facilities. The
surrounding rocks formed a
natural seating area and it was
the setting for diving displays
initially for men but after 1916
for ladies as well. Members of
the Blue Pool Swimming Club
were renowned for their diving
ability, endurance swimming
and water polo prowess.
The Blue Pool c1912

The ladies had two bathing places - a pool between the Blue Pool and the Salmon Fishery at a
location called Murtagh’s Mouth, and the Craigvara or Arcadia Strand.

Murtagh’s Mouth; Image courtesy of John Moore
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Ladies swimming pool at Murtagh’s Mouth c1905

LADIES BATHING PLACE AT CRAIGVARA STRAND c 1905
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The South Pier of the Harbour was also a popular place with bathing boxes and a diving board
seen here in use in 1910.

SOUTH PIER OF HARBOUR c1910

Prior to the First World War provincial newspapers carried reports on what were described as
'Aquatic Displays' being held in Portrush.
This example is from the Ballymena Observer dated 26 August 1910.
AQUATIC DISPLAY, PORTRUSH
The rocks around the Blue Pool bathing-place, Portrush, presented an animated spectacle on Saturday on the
occasion of an aquatic display which was admittedly one the best witnessed this season. A special feature was
the diving of P. Simpson and M. Harper, of Belfast, and Leslie Roulston of Derry, off a platform forty feet
high. The performance of all three gentlemen was remarkable, and the perfect manner in which they
invariably struck the water was somewhat of a revelation to many of the spectators.
Swimming Galas were also featured
and, as this report from the same
paper shows, some of the races eg the
Umbrella
Race
and
Graceful
Swimming Contest (for ladies) reflect
an era when speed was not everything.
Between the two World Wars the
attitude of visitors to Portrush changed
- swimming eventually became mixed
and numbers taking part increased.
Facilities were also improved with
slides and ladders coming into use as
seen in these early colour postcards.
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The Harbour Portrush

Ladies Bathing Place Portrush
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Also at this time there were accounts of courageous long distance swims from Portrush to The
Skerries or, even more daring, from the Causeway to Portrush as reported in the Derry Journal of
13 September 1915
PORTRUSH LADY’S BIG SWIM
On Friday, Miss Eileen Chubb, daughter of Mr. J. S. Chubb, manager of the Giant’s Causeway
Columnar Basalt Co., performed an extraordinary feat by swimming from the Causeway Head to
Portrush, a distance of about seven miles, which she covered in three hours and fifty-five minutes.
Entering the water at the Causeway at 12.20, she reached Portrush at 4.15, and had a great
reception from a large number of spectators. Her parents accompanied her on the way in the boat.
On the previous Tuesday the intrepid young lady had swum from Portrush to the Skerries and back
in eighty-five minutes.
-------------------------------------------Aquatic Galas were organised by the Portrush Sports Committee and became more diverse offering
a wide range of entertainment for visitors as can be seen in this report from August 1929. There
were advertisements in the papers for these galas and displays offering excursion train fares from
Belfast.
(Belfast Telegraph 1 August 1934)
AQUATICS AT PORTRUSH
The Portrush Sports Committee staged a big aquatic gala
at the harbour on Saturday afternoon. The principal
events in a fine programme were the international water
polo match between Wales and Ireland, and the race for
the mile swimming championship of Ireland. North and
South Piers and every vantage point in the vicinity of the
harbour were packed by spectators, who followed the
events with the keenest interest. The band of the First
Battalion York and Lancaster Regiment, Derry, were
present, and rendered an enjoyable programme of music.
Interspersing the competitive events were the following
interesting items - an exhibition of life-saving, a diving
display, an exhibition of fancy swimming and a ladies
water polo match.

In July 1938 the Northern Whig ran an article on summer holiday destinations with Portrush in
pride of place. Stressing its unique location, it started with a poem Portrush, it is a pretty place
Surrounded by the sea
If it were cut from Strand to Strand
An island it would be
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This helped reassure potential visitors that there were two beaches and so plenty of room for all to
indulge in the sport of sea swimming. The views from these beaches were described as 'far
reaching' and readers were reminded that when they stood on the beach "there was not a bush
between them and America!" Detailed information was provided on the delights of the three
swimming areas in Portrush - the Blue Pool, the Craigvara Strand beside the Arcadia and the
Harbour - each having its own
attractions. The Blue Pool was for
divers who liked to give both formal and
informal displays for the spectators on
the surrounding rocks.
Craigvara
Strand was for those who simply liked
to enjoy the delights and benefits of sea
bathing and who cared little for style or
performance, whilst at the Harbour
things were taken a bit more seriously
with children undergoing swimming
lessons alongside the diving boards for
the Irish Championships. The benefits
of a summer holiday in Portrush would,
the article said, result in a better winter
due to the health-giving properties of
the resort.
After the Second World War, swimming
galas and displays lost their appeal whilst the
Blue Pool was little used and deteriorated.
Indoor swimming pools became more
common and popular as did holidays abroad
and fewer people appreciated the benefits of
outdoor swimming. Fast forward to 2021 and
with indoor pools closed and foreign holidays
restricted sea swimming in Portrush has
become popular once more.
The clothing may have changed from that
shown in the picture but the sentiment at the
bottom has not - the sea still has its charms.
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